Book Reviews 731 tice. Not surprisingly, it was scorned both by Catholics such as the emperor's court preacher, Martin Eisengrein, and the more zealous gnesio-Lutherans who were drifting into Lower Austria. Maximilian's critics savagely attacked his court, which they claimed was full of religious half-breeds who belonged neither to Rome nor Wittenberg nor Geneva.
imperial Austria and the political and cultural history of World War I. Appearing at the same time and with ostensibly similar topics, the books are in fact quite different in scope and source base. David Rechter has produced a history of Jewish politics in one city using the writings of community leaders, while Marsha Rozenblit casts a wider net, using elite and popular accounts by Austrian Jews to show how they understood their Austrianness and their Jewishness in wartime.
Rechter has written a tightly focused study of the contours of Jewish Vienna from the perspective of its main political camps-the liberals, nationalists, and Orthodox. Although the book focuses on Vienna, from it we learn a great deal about Austrian Jewry more generally, in part because Galicia physically came to Vienna in the form of over one hundred thousand wartime refugees. The wartime encounters Rechter documents between the refugees and native Viennese Jews reinforce the findings of other historians in the field: a cultural, religious, and linguistic east-west divide existed among Habsburg Jews. The story throughout the war is one of the community failing to achieve unity. Thus, the seemingly straightforward title of Rechter's book, The Jews of Vienna, conceals within it an ambiguity that is one of the significant findings of the study: there was little agreement on who these Jews were. He finds "no Jewish consensus as to what exactly Jews were-a nation, an ethnic group, a religious community, or some combination of these" (p. 9).
Staunch dynastic patriotism was one point on which Viennese Jews across the political spectrum did agree. Rechter notes that loyalty to Austria was "often the only common denominator to the most disparate and mutually hostile Jewish points of view" (p. 23). An eloquent writer, Rechter often finds just the right turn of phrase; he describes this consensus on Austria as "wall-to-wall Jewish patriotism" (p. 25). While Jews remained kaisertreu throughout the war, we learn that the kaisers did not always remain judentreu. In 1914, when the Galician Jewish refugees first arrived in Vienna, Franz Joseph made a point of extending support to them. Rechter notes that state authorities saw in refugee welfare work an opportunity to promote Austrian patriotism; such work could showcase the peoples of the empire aiding each other as Austrians. But wartime censorship policies also showed a state ambivalence about combating antisemitism. From early 1915, antisemitic articles began to circulate more freely, while Jewish responses were censored. By 1918, daily antisemitic ramblings in the press went uncensored, suggesting that authorities of the state no longer had the will (or ability) to protect its most loyal subjects.
In well-ordered chapters on refugee welfare work, youth organizations, and the attempts to create an Austrian Jewish Congress, Rechter's study deftly outlines the liberal, nationalist, and Orthodox Jewish leaders' political strategies. The nationalists, whether Zionists or supporters of diaspora nationalism, projected "a vocal and unambiguously Jewish point of view," while the other two groups stuck to "their generally reactive mode of politics" (p. 31). One of the great strengths of Rechter's approach is that we see the complex arguments about the Jews' place in society hashed out in the minute dealings of city politics. This approach has drawbacks, however. Rozenblit's book stands to have great crossover appeal for students and scholars of Jewish history who are more familiar with the nation-state cases of Western Europe. The first chapter juxtaposes Austrian Jews, who were part of a dominant culture but not a dominant nation, with Jews in Germany and France, who felt a stronger need "to insist that they fully belonged to the national communities whose culture they had adopted" (p. 23). Scholars teaching courses on nationalism in modern Europe ought to consider the book for their syllabi; despite the phrase "national identity" in its title, it is a case study of group identity that is precisely not national, but a hybrid of patriotic, cultural, and ethnic-religious affiliation.
In Rozenblit's source base is diverse. While she relies on archival materials and the Jewish press, she also offers close readings of Jewish memoirs, many of them published long after World War I. These memoirs, whose limitations she acknowledges, allow her to convey important aspects of men's and women's everyday experiences in wartime. They provide a useful balance to the wartime Jewish press, which, like most reporting of the time, was marked by the boosterism of home-front armchair patriots. To rebut claims that Jews were shirking military service and profiteering at home in a time of acute shortage, the Jewish press celebrated the heroic feats of Jews in battle. Jewish hero chronicles refuted the claims of antisemites, but they likely served a function within the Jewish community as well. By focusing on Jewish glory at the front, these stories deflected attention away from long-standing political and religious differences among Jews at home. Here Rozenblit's other types of sources remind us that univocality of Jewish sentiment was a fiction of war journalism.
Rozenblit has understandably chosen to omit from this study Jews who did not operate within the tripartite model, including socialists and those who "had no interest in Jewish ethnicity at all or were only nominally Jewish" (p. 38). In a book about identity, the phrase "nominally Jewish" raises an interesting question: should historians Congdon's purpose is to provide a collective political biography of the Hungarian
